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Jian Wushuang’s divine power would improve tremendously once he made a breakthrough to the Peak 

Heaven Ultimate God realm as it would also bring about a great improvement in his overall strength. At 

that time, he should be able to calmly face Peak Grand Ultimate Gods in a duel. 

“Fort Master, I shall be waiting for your news.” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly and immediately turned to 

leave. 

Yin Su’er and Palace Keeper Si Zhen remained standing in place after Jian Wushuang left from being 

overwhelmed by what transpired. 

“What do you think, Palace Keeper Si Zhen?” Yin Su’er looked at Palace Keeper Si Zhen. 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen replied, “It’s unbelievable. I could see Jian Yi had great talents when he first 

appeared in front of me, but his strength at that time was still rather weak so I can’t see the possibility 

of him influencing Crimson Stone Fort’s situation. However, only a few decades have passed since and 

he has already gained control over such a powerful force.” 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen was indeed shocked and impressed. 

Jian Wushuang had just shown them a Gold-armored Corpse Puppet, a Silver-armored Corpse Puppet, 

and two Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets which were equivalent to the combat power of a Peak Grand 

Ultimate God, a very powerful High-level Grand Ultimate God, and two ordinary High-level Grand 

Ultimate Gods. 

No one in Crimson Sone Fort’s various factions or the Danyang Continent’s top forces dared trifle with 

such a strong lineup. 

In addition, there were the treasures Jian Wushuang just took out... 

“I was shocked the last time he took out the two hundred and thirty catties of Royal Blood Gem. This 

time around, he showed us such a valuable Holy Treasure that even Crimson Stone Fort is unable to 

produce. Even Crimson Stone Saint only had one Holy Treasure when he was still around.” There were 

various expressions shown on Palace Keeper Si Zhen’s face. 

Yin Su’er also nodded solemnly. “I also feel it’s unbelievable. I think Saber Master’s strength is ranked 

top ten in the entire Danyang Continent, right? I might not even be able to kill him, but he’s now dead 

and his weapon is with Jian Yi. His death obviously has a lot to do with Jian Yi. 

“This guy...definitely has some incredible techniques. I really don’t know how many secrets he’s hiding.” 

“Fortunately, Crimson Stone Saint invited him to help you and is our friend and not a foe. Otherwise...” 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen narrowed his eyes. 



Although Jian Wushuang only exuded the aura of a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God, both Yin Su’er 

and Palace Keeper Si Zhen dared not look down upon Jian Wushuang as his existence would deeply 

disturb them if Jian Wushuang were their enemy. 

Yin Su’er solemnly said, “Regardless, Jian Yi now controls such a powerful force and the Sword Alliance 

seems to have risen very quickly. We may be able to gain heaps of benefits from this opportunity with 

his help. Palace Keeper Si Zhen, you should prepare as soon as possible now that Saber Master’s death 

isn’t known to many and while we still have time and the situation in Crimson Stone Fort is stable for the 

time being.” 

“Yes.” Palace Keeper Si Zhen nodded. 

Yin Su’er was deep in thought on dealing with the Holy Treasure Battle Saber given by Jian Wushuang 

and obtained 50,000 Divine elixir Pills for him. 

... 

Jian Wushuang immediately returned to the Sword Alliance after leaving the Sacred Palace. 

He sat on the throne in the lofty hall while listening to Xiao Tiexin, Long Shan, and the others reporting 

on the many things happening in the Sword Alliance during his absence. 

The Sword Alliance had long established itself amongst first-rated forces with its combat power growing 

stronger alongside the Divine Sword Army’s growth and expansion. It became extremely powerful 

among the first-rated forces that no one in the Danyang Continent dared to get on their wrong side. 

Its overall strength was constantly improving due to the large number of resources being pumped in. 

Jian Wushuang just nodded slightly after listening to their updates. 

He had handed over the Sword Alliance’s management to Xiao Tiexin and the others a long time ago. 

Jian Wushuang might not have trusted the others completely, but he had absolute trust in Xiao Tiexin. 

“All of you may go now. Xin’er, would you go and get Old Snake for me?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Yes.” Xiao Tiexin and the others immediately left. 

Old Snake met Jian Wushuang not long after. 

“Alliance Master.” Elder Snake humbly saluted Jian Wushuang. 

“Old Snake, how are you doing in the Sword Alliance?” Jian Wushuang asked with a smile. 

“I think I’m doing fine, but matters aren’t as casual as before,” replied Old Snake. 

Old Snake was an independent expert and used to be carefree. It was normal for him to feel a little 

uncomfortable while adapting to the changes after accepting Jian Wushuang’s invitation and becoming 

the First Elder in the Sword Alliance Elder’s Palace. 

“Take your time to get used to it.” Jian Wushuang smiled before flipping his hand and taking out a pill. 

“Old Snake, what do you think this is?” Jian Wushuang handed the pill to Old Snake. 



Old Snake looked at the pill before his pupils shrank sharply. 

“Such a potent majestic aura. Is this...the Huangji Golden Pill?” Old Snake sounded excited. 

Huangji Golden Pill was extremely useful to Grand Ultimate God cultivators. 

It was no different for Old Snake. 

He had stayed at the Primary-level Grand Ultimate God realm for a long time and faced a bottleneck in 

his journey to make a breakthrough. The Huangji Golden Pill would be very helpful to him in improving 

his cultivation realm. 

Under normal circumstances, the chance of a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God making a breakthrough 

and reaching the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm after swallowing the pill was around 30 percent. 

However, Old Snake was stuck at the bottleneck for so many years that his pure divine power and 

perception of the laws and principles had reached the requirements for making a breakthrough. The 

probability of him making a breakthrough was at least 50 percent if he meticulously made preparations 

for the breakthrough! 

The 50 percent chance of making a breakthrough was enough for Old Snake to do everything possible 

and fight for a Huangji Golden Pill. 

It was even more so with the Huangji Golden Pill placed in front of him. 

“Alliance Master, this Huangji Golden Pill...” Old Snake was very excited but looked a little hesitant as he 

dared not directly ask Jian Wushuang for the pill. 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly before throwing the Huangji Golden Pill to Old Snake. “It’s of course for 

you since you’re the First Elder in the Sword Alliance Elder’s Palace and this Huangji Golden Pill is useful 

to you.” 

Old Snake was trembling in disbelief, but immediately asked, “Are you really giving it to me? Alliance 

Master, don’t you need this Huangji Golden Pill?” 

“Do I need it? It’s of no use to me.” Jian Wushuang shook his head and smiled. 

He was indeed telling the truth. 

The Huangji Golden Pill had great effects on ordinary cultivators—be it a Heaven Ultimate God or a 

Grand Ultimate God. 

However, its effect was minimal for Jian Wushuang. 

“It’s nothing but just one Huangji Golden Pill. In addition, I have more than one.” Jian Wushuang smiled 

and immediately flipped his hand to take out four identical Huangji Golden Pills. 
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“You have four more?” 



Old Snake was dumbfounded when he saw Jian Wushuang take out four more Huangji Golden Pill. 

Huangji Golden Pill was extremely scarce not only in Danyang Holy Domain but even the entire Nine 

Realms of Golden Crow. 

The previous pill that appeared as Star Picking Pavilion Auction’s final treasure had caused a huge 

sensation. In the end, the top forces alongside their Grand Ultimate Gods went forth and fought 

frantically for the pill. 

It was hard to get even one Huangji Golden Pill as it took great opportunity and methods to obtain it. 

Jian Wushuang surprisingly took out five Huangji Golden Pills at that moment. 

Old Snake was certain the Danyang Continent would turn into tumult if news spread that Jian Wushuang 

alone had five Huangji Golden Pills with countless experts making their way to get their hands on those 

pills without a doubt. 

Jian Wushuang was toying with the four Huangji Golden Pills in his hand when he murmured, “I have five 

Huangji Golden Pills, but they’re of no use to me. I still have four left after giving Old Snake one. I’d 

better put these four to better use.” 

Jian Wushuang looked at Old Snake. “Old Snake, you were previously an independent expert. Tell me, 

do you think those other independent experts like yourself will agree to join me if I offer them these 

Huangji Golden Pills?” 

Old Snake frowned and pondered for a moment before speaking, “The Huangji Golden Pill is extremely 

valuable and appealing to Grand Ultimate Gods, especially some Grand Ultimate Gods who had been 

stuck in a cultivation bottleneck for a long time. The Huangji Golden Pill is of great help to Grand 

Ultimate Gods in helping them to make a breakthrough. It’s something precious for them to fight for, 

therefore I think most of those experts would agree if you put the Huangji Golden Pills up as an offer to 

recruit those Grand Ultimate Gods!” 

“Of course, there are some experts with weird tempers who might stick to their principles. Those 

experts won’t join any forces even if they wanted a Huangji Golden Pill.” 

“In other words, you mean it’s entirely up to the experts to decide?” Jian Wushuang asked with a smile. 

“Yes.” Old Snake nodded. 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes wandered as he thought of an idea and said, “Old Snake, you have been in the 

Danyang Continent for so long and should have known quite a few experts here. Can you recommend a 

few powerful Grand Ultimate Gods to me?” 

“I can, what are your criteria for these Grand Ultimate Gods?” Old Snake asked. 

“Firstly, they must be powerful and have the qualifications worthy of me giving them these Huangji 

Golden Pills. Secondly, they must not be vicious or some blood-thirsty devils and not be too close with 

any of the other top forces. Lastly, the most important matter is that their credibility must be 

guaranteed,” said Jian Wushuang. 

Old Snake was startled. “Credibility? Are you worried they won’t keep to their word?” 



Jian Wushuang nodded. “Yes, I’m offering them the Huangji Golden Pills to enhance their strength, so I’ll 

give them the Huangji Golden Pills in advance. I don’t want to see them ignoring the terms and 

conditions agreed upon and left after being given these Huangji Golden Pills. Even though I could kill 

them to vent my anger, it’s a waste of Huangji Golden Pills.” 

“Understood, please wait while I quickly sort out a list of experts,” said Old Snake. 

Jian Wushuang waited patiently. 

After half a day, Old Snake appeared once again in front of Jian Wushuang and handed Jian Wushuang a 

list with names of experts. 

“Alliance Master, I’ve written a list of experts that we can target. There are ten people on this list in 

which among them are three High-level Grand Ultimate Gods and seven Primary-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods. All of them are very powerful and extremely eager to get their hands on some Huangji Golden 

Pills.” 

“As per your criterion, these ten people have nothing to do with any top forces but had some enmity 

with them. As for their credibility, these ten people value their reputation so they won’t go back on their 

words after forging an agreement,” said Old Snake. 

Jian Wushuang took the list and began to scrutinize it. 

He was not only provided with the names of those ten Grand Ultimate Gods but also detailed 

information including some of their achievements and experiences listed in great detail. 

Jian Wushuang looked carefully for a moment before nodding in satisfaction. 

He was very happy with those ten on the list, especially two of them. 

Of those two, one was Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin while the other one was a Primary-level Grand 

Ultimate God with terrifying strength. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was famous in the Danyang Continent and far more well known than many 

other High-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

The reason being Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was the first-ranked Primary-level Grand Ultimate God 

recognized by the entire Danyang Continent! 

He used to face off against two High-level Grand Ultimate Gods while still only a Primary-level Grand 

Ultimate God. Although he was at a disadvantage in the battle, the two High-level Grand Ultimate Gods 

could not harm him and ended up allowing him to escape. 

No one else in the Danyang Continent held similar achievement records except Jian Wushuang. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was also very loyal to his wife. 

His wife—the love of his life—was accidentally killed by an expert from one of the top forces. Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin immediately launched frenzied revenge and killed all those high-level experts of 

that particular force after finding out about it. 



However, his wife could not be brought back to life no matter how much he avenged her. Therefore, his 

heart had become incapable of love from thereon which led to him being called Jue Xin. 

Furthermore, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was not only loyal but also extremely stubborn and arrogant 

according to the list’s description. 

He would ensure he completed it regardless of whatever he wanted to do. 

On the same line of thought, he would also do his best to fulfill his promises. 

Jian Wushuang admired such character in terms of both strength and temperament. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was Jian Wushuang’s first target choice in his recruitment. 

The second person was a High-level Grand Ultimate God called Strange Old Tong. 

He was called strange and old from living for too long. 

He was an expert from Crimson Stone Saint’s era. Strange Old Tong was already a famous High-level 

Grand Ultimate God before Crimson Stone Saint’s emergence. 

Strange Old Tong was very famous in the Danyang Continent due to his high ranking amongst High-level 

Grand Ultimate Gods—being no inferior to Saber Master. 

He was stuck at the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm for too long and therefore eager to make a 

breakthrough. 
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“Strange Old Tong has been in the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm bottleneck for too long. There’s 

hearsay he has attempted in making a breakthrough to Peak Grand Ultimate God realm several times 

but failed. It seems that he has made his absolute best preparation from my observation. The Huangji 

Golden Pill isn’t very effective for High-level Grand Ultimate God as it can only increase the success 

probability by 10 percent, but it should be enough for him to do his best and fight for it,” muttered Jian 

Wushuang. 

The information Jian Wushuang had on Strange Old Tong mentioned his rather strange behavior but was 

someone who kept his words. 

Jian Wushuang no doubt longed to recruit such an expert. 

In addition to Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and Strange Old Tong, the other eight people on the list also 

had high credibility and great strength which fulfilled the requirements Jian Wushuang had set forth and 

hence were within his recruitment targets. 

“Alliance Master, I’m in touch with a few of these ten people on the list. Should I contact them and find 

out if they’re interested?” Old Snake suggested. 

Jian Wushuang shook his head. “No need to be so troublesome. Can you find out where they are now? 

I’ll personally make a trip to meet them.” 



“Alliance Master, you mean you plan to meet and recruit them in person?” Old Snake was startled. 

“Of course, let’s start with Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. Where is he?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

Jian Wushuang set off on his journey soon after learning Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s location. 

At a barren mountain somewhere in the middle of some desolate vast land. 

The Hilly Palace mountain—the place Gravel Castle was located. 

It was where Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin lived. 

Jian Wushuang’s figure arrived in the void before the Gravel Castle and diffused a faint breath of divine 

power in the area. 

Swoosh! 

A small figure immediately skimmed out of the Gravel Castle and greeted Jian Wushuang. 

“Who are you? Why are you here?” A thin and weak woman wearing green stared closely at Jian 

Wushuang. 

“Are you Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s maid?” Jian Wushuang glanced at the green-clad woman. 

Based on the information Jian Wushuang received, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin had a maid whom he 

rescued many years ago. The grateful maid stayed by Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s side and had feelings 

for Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

However, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin loved his deceased wife too much and had closed his heart off 

after his wife’s passing. 

The maid knew that very well so she merely stayed beside Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s as a maid and 

never regretted her decision through all those years. 

“Could you please report to your master that Sword Alliance Master Su Han is here to visit him? Can you 

kindly ask him to come out and meet me?” Jian Wushuang asked with a polite smile. 

“Sword Alliance Master?” The green-clad woman was surprised. 

She had been with Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin for years and was exposed to many matters in the 

Danyang Continent. Naturally, she had heard of the Sword Alliance. 

The Sword Alliance Master’s name—Su Han—was famous in Danyang Continent. 

He was known for his achievement of killing a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God while still a Peak 

Heaven Ultimate God. 

“Alliance Master, please wait a moment as I report to my master.” The green-clad woman immediately 

went into the castle. 

After a long time, the green-clad woman was out of the castle again. 

“My master invites you to join him in the castle,” said the green-clad woman. 



Jian Wushuang immediately walked toward the Gravel Castle under the green-clad woman’s guidance. 

Not long after, Jian Wushuang arrived in a vast hall with a man wearing black sitting at the top of the 

hall. 

The black-clothed man seemed to have been through a lot in his life but his gaze looked indifferent. His 

dull eyes reflected his feelings of emptiness which could be seen on his impassive face. 

He was indeed a man in great despair. 

“A pleasure to meet you, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin.” Jian Wushuang smiled and looked at the Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin who seemed to have lost the capabilities to experience emotions. 

“I’ve heard of you, Alliance Master Su Han. What brings you here today?” asked Grand Ultimate God Jue 

Xin. 

“I’m here to invite you to join the Sword Alliance.” Jian Wushuang was very frank with his intentions and 

made it clear without beating around the bush. 

“Really?” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was not surprised at all. 

He was a famous figure in Danyang Continent for many years. Many forces had found him and explained 

their intention in the same manner as Jian Wushuang. 

He had gotten used to receiving recruitment invitations a long time ago. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, you might not know this but several top forces like Crimson Stone Fort, Nanwu 

Palace, Life and Death Tower, Divine Demon Sect, and Dongfang Clan had come forward to invite me to 

join them. They offered me attractive terms in return but I remained here in my place,” said Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

Jian Wushuang’s expression was indifferent. “I know a lot of forces would naturally want to invite you to 

join them with your level of strength. Those forces failed to recruit you probably for only one reason. 

The conditions they offered might not be attractive to you at all.” 

“Are you saying you have something that’s able to attract my attention?” asked Grand Ultimate God Jue 

Xin. 

Jian Wushuang smiled without speaking as he flipped his hand and took out a Huangji Golden Pill. 

“Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, I wonder if this pill can attract your attention?” Jian Wushuang asked with 

a wide grin. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s indifferent expression was startled the moment Jian Wushuang took out a 

Huangji Golden Pill. His eyes shrank sharply as his gaze was immediately locked onto the Huangji Golden 

Pill. 

“Huangji Golden Pill!” 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s complexion became extremely solemn all of a sudden. 



He had been in the Primary-level Grand Ultimate God realm for a long time and never had a chance to 

make a breakthrough. 

He was tempted when a Huangji Golden Pill was placed in front of him. 

“Alliance Master Su Han is so generous that you’re willing to give away a Huangji Golden Pill to recruit 

me. The other top forces in Danyang Continent don’t dare to do what you just did,” said Grand Ultimate 

God Jue Xin. 

The top forces in the Danyang Continent had previously offered Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin a sufficient 

amount that was rather attractive to him. 

However, those offers were nothing in comparison to the Huangji Golden Pill. The difference was too 

vast. 

It was of course also impossible for those top forces to produce a Huangji Golden Pill to recruit him. 

Firstly, the Huangji Golden Pill was a rare find that even those top forces had difficulty getting their 

hands on one. Secondly, they would leave it for their best and most loyal disciples even if they had one. 

They would certainly never use it to recruit a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. 

“I wonder if this pill is sufficient to entice you in joining the Sword Alliance?” Jian Wushuang asked with 

a smile. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin glanced at Jian Wushuang but shook his head after. “I must admit that 

though the Huangji Golden Pill is indeed very attractive, it’s unfortunate that I still can’t agree to join 

you.” 
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“Oh?” Jian Wushuang slightly frowned. 

“I’m just an overly stubborn person and won’t change any decision I’ve made. I’ve said many years ago 

that I won’t join any forces no matter the number of benefits given or whoever gives it. Therefore, I can 

only reject your kind offer, Alliance Master Su Han.” said Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

Jian Wushuang smiled happily when he heard that without any hint of anger. “Grand Ultimate God Jue 

Xin, why don’t we exchange the conditions since you aren’t willing to join any forces. I don’t need you to 

join my Sword Alliance, but only need you to obey my orders for the next one thousand years which 

means the Sword Alliance is hiring you for one thousand years with a single Huangji Golden Pill. What do 

you think?” 

“Hire me?” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was moved by the suggestion. 

It was natural for him to be against directly joining and serving the Sword Alliance. 

However, if it was just a job with them only hiring him for 1,000 years... Matters would be different. 

Hiring him for 1,000 years meant he would be working for the Sword Alliance during that 1,000 years. 

However, he could leave without any hesitation once the 1,000-year-period was up. He would not be a 



member of the Sword Alliance from the beginning till the end, hence it could be considered that he had 

never joined the Sword Alliance. 

As he was sitting on a chair in the Grand Hall, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin tapped his fingers on the 

armchair as he started thinking in silence. 

He looked up again after a while. “Alliance Master Su Han, I admit I can’t think of any reasons to reject 

your offer.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled when he heard that before throwing the Huangji Golden Pill to Grand Ultimate 

God Jue Xin with a wave of his hand. 

“You can directly consume this Huangji Golden Pill and try making a breakthrough to a High-level Grand 

Ultimate God. However, I wonder how much time you’ll need?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“A maximum of three years. Regardless if I’ve successfully made a breakthrough and become a High-

level Grand Ultimate God within three years or not, I’ll head to the Sword Alliance to obey your 

commands thereafter,” said Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

“Alright, I’ll be waiting for you in the Sword Alliance. I hope you won’t disappoint me.” Jian Wushuang 

glanced at Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin before turning around and leaving. 

In the Grand Hall, the lady in green clothes stood beside Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

“Master, will you really head to the Sword Alliance after three years?” The green-clothed lady looked at 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin in surprise. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin smiled indifferently. “Of course, since when have you seen me go against 

my words?” 

The green-clothed lady was stunned. 

“Alliance Master Su Han was willing to hand me the Huangji Golden Pill so early on because he believed 

in my character. What kind of a person would I be if I don’t go to the Sword Alliance three years later?” 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin asked. 

His right hand held on to the Huangji Golden Pill tightly while a calculative look flashed through his eyes. 

The Huangji Golden Pill was something he really needed. 

... 

Jian Wushuang soon caught up with Strange Old Tong after leaving Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s place. 

“Huangji Golden Pill?” A longing look also flashed through the eyes of a sloppy and dirty old man who 

was wearing ordinary-looking grey clothing as Jian Wushuang took the pill out. 

“This Huangji Golden Pill will be yours if you agree to fight for my Sword Alliance for one thousand 

years,” said Jian Wushuang directly. 

“Fight? The Sword Alliance had already become a first-rated force in the Danyang Continent based on 

my understanding. Apart from that, the Alliance is considered one of the strongest first-rated forces. 



However, you’re still thinking of ways to gather experts for a fight. Could you aim to be one of the 

pinnacle forces?” Strange Old Tong did not directly agree to Jian Wushuang’s offer but asked such 

questions instead. 

“Yes, the Sword Alliance isn’t satisfied with being one of the first-rated forces,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“If that’s the case, the Sword Alliance might go against the Divine Demon Sect in the future?” The look in 

Strange Old Tong’s eyes sharpened. 

“It’s not a so-called possible, but a definite will. The next target of the Sword Alliance is the Divine 

Demon Sect,” said Jian Wushuang directly. 

“Great. I want this Huangji Golden Pill of yours,” said Strange Old Tong. 

Jian Wushuang could not help but secretly smile. 

He had obtained information from Old Snake earlier that Strange Old Tong had a weird way of doing 

things and had some accumulated grudges against several forces in the Danyang Continent. The Divine 

Demon Sect was among the forces he had the deepest hatred from a long time ago. 

Now that Jian Wushuang had taken the Huangji Golden Pill out and directly highlighted the fact that the 

Sword Alliance would go against the Divine Demon Sect, Strange Old Tong immediately agreed to it. 

“I can give this Huangji Golden Pill to you now. You can try to make a breakthrough right now if you’re 

well prepared. However, I’ll wait for you for only three years, will this three-year-time be enough?” Jian 

Wushuang asked. 

“Three years? That’s too short. I’ve previously tried multiple times to make a breakthrough to the Peak 

Grand Ultimate God. Now that I have the Huangji Golden Pill to assist, this should be my chance with the 

greatest certainty, hence I naturally need to prepare to the best of my ability. As such, it’ll be impossible 

without another ten to twenty years. How about this? I’ll follow and fight for you first while I’ll try 

making a breakthrough again when the Sword Alliance has some idle time,” said Strange Old Tong. 

“Alright.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

The strange old man then immediately followed Jian Wushuang as Jian Wushuang continued to win over 

other experts. 

There were five Huangji Golden Pills. He gave one to Old Snake, one to Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, and 

one to Strange Old Tong. He also managed to win over two other experts on the list with the remaining 

two pills. Although they were only Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods, they promised to fight for the 

Sword Alliance for 1,000 years. 

There were three High-level Grand Ultimate Gods that were extremely strong on the expert list Old 

Snake previously gave him. 

However, Jian Wushuang only managed to find Strange Old Tong while one of the remaining two had 

disappeared many years ago and nobody knew if he was dead or alive. The other person had also 

disappeared some time ago and nobody knew that person’s whereabouts. Therefore, Jian Wushuang 

could only invite Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 



At that point, he had managed to win over one High-level Grand Ultimate God and three Primary-level 

Grand Ultimate Gods with those four Huangji Golden Pills. 

In addition, one or two out of those three Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods might be able to make a 

breakthrough to the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm with the Huangji Golden Pill’s assistance. 

‘I’ve used up all five Huangji Golden Pills, what I need to do next is to wait in silence.’ Jian Wushuang 

returned to the Sword Alliance and started waiting while meditating. 

News of Saber Master’s death had not been disclosed, hence the Crimson Stone Fort and Danyang 

Continent were still quite peaceful. 

Three years had passed in the flash. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and two other experts that Jian Wushuang invited had come to the Sword 

Alliance. 

However, when they met Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin once again—the divine power omitted from him 

showed that he had reached the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm. 

“Congratulations, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin.” Jian Wushuang looked at Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin 

with a smile on his face. 

“It’s all thanks to Alliance Master Su Han’s Huangji Golden Pill or it won’t be so easy for me to make a 

breakthrough.” A smile appeared on Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s face even though he had always been 

someone indifferent. 
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“Mr. An Ying, congratulations to you too.” Jian Wushuang looked toward a middle-aged man who had 

sharp and eagle-like eyes beside them. 

That middle-aged man was An Ying, a previously famous Primary-level Grand Ultimate God in the 

Danyang Continent who had already made a breakthrough to the High-level Grand Ultimate God after 

taking the Huangji Golden Pill. 

As for the last person, she was a lady with silver hair known as Lan Junzhu. She had also obtained a 

Huangji Golden Pill but was not as lucky as the other two and did not become a High-level Grand 

Ultimate God. However, she had previously promised Jian Wushuang and would still fight for the Sword 

Alliance for 1,000 years even though she did not manage to make a breakthrough. 

In addition, Old Snake—the earliest person to obtain the Huangji Golden Pill and join the Sword 

Alliance—had also successfully made a breakthrough to High-level Grand Ultimate God after consuming 

the Huangji Golden Pill. 

It meant that out of the five Huangji Golden Pills apart from the Strange Old Tong who had not 

swallowed it, three out of the four Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods had successfully made a 

breakthrough. 

Jian Wushuang had added four High-level Grand Ultimate Gods and a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God 

to the Sword Alliance in one go with those three people making a breakthrough. 



Apart from that, Strange Old Tong was considered top-tier among those four High-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods and no weaker than Saber Master. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was previously positioned in the top among Primary-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods. He was capable of fighting against two High-level Grand Ultimate Gods when he was a Primary-

level Grand Ultimate God. His breakthrough had increased his strength by leaps and bounds—bringing 

his combat prowess almost similar to Strange Old Tong. 

An Ying and Old Snake were also quite strong and not considered weaklings among High-level Grand 

Ultimate Gods after making their breakthrough. 

It could be said that all four High-level Grand Ultimate Gods had extremely strong combat power. 

Together with Jian Wushuang and the corpse puppets he controlled, those pinnacle forces might not 

even be comparable to the Sword Alliance when considering the combat power of those at the highest 

realm. 

“Now that our highest realm combat powers have been increased by so much, it’s time for the Sword 

Alliance to take action after being quiet for a couple of decades.”Jian Wushuang smiled coldly. 

Jian Wushuang immediately gathered the Sword Alliance’s higher management members. 

“Long Shan, what’s the scale of the Divine Sword Army right now?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Alliance Master, the Divine Sword Army has increased to five hundred people and all of them are 

Heaven Ultimate Gods with great strength. Apart from that, their execution of the military formation 

and magic formation has been much more skillful after all these years. The current overall strength of 

the Divine Sword Army is still incomparable to the Crimson Stone Official Army of the Crimson Stone 

Fort. However, the Divine Sword Army is strong enough to fight legions cultivated by any forces and 

defeat them head-on apart from the Crimson Stone Official Army,” said Long Shan confidently. 

Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows. 

The Divine Sword Army was something he formed with great sacrifice. 

It could be said that more than 90 percent of the resources he obtained had been given to the Divine 

Sword Army. That was also the reason the Divine Sword Army could grow to such a capacity within the 

short period of several decades. 

“Gather the Divine Sword Army. We’re leaving soon,” said Jian Wushuang directly. 

“Leaving? Young Master plans to take action against the forces surrounding us?” Xiao Tiexin 

immediately looked over at Jian Wushuang. 

The group of Sword Alliance’s higher management also looked at Jian Wushuang in excitement. 

The Sword Alliance’s strength was growing every day at that moment as they were supported by a huge 

number of resources. Many of those in the higher management were unsatisfied with their current 

situation. All of them wanted to expand the Sword Alliance and even if they were unable to make huge 

expansions, they wished for small ones whereby they could take over the second-rated and third-rated 

forces around them. 



However, Jian Wushuang constrained the experts of the Sword Alliance strictly and prohibited them 

from expanding since the Sword Alliance became one of the first-rated forces several decades ago. 

Therefore, the Sword Alliance had been extremely powerful for several decades but without any 

territorial expansion. They had been longing to carry out an expansion since early on but could only 

forcefully hold their urges back due to the deterrence of the Alliance Master. 

The Alliance Master had finally decided to make a move against the surrounding forces at that moment? 

“Bring the stellar map over,” ordered Jian Wushuang. 

Somebody immediately brought a large stellar map and opened it in the hall. 

The stellar map recorded the entire Danyang Continent including each force’s territories. 

For example, the territories controlled by the Sword Alliance were also shown on the stellar map. 

“Haha... It looks like there are quite a few forces in the area surrounding our Sword Alliance?” Jian 

Wushuang looked at the distribution of forces on the stellar map. 

“That’s true. There are four second-rated forces and many third-rated forces around our territories. 

These forces have some conflicts with us across these years. However, our Sword Alliance did not make 

any large movements because of the constraint you’ve placed. Otherwise, these second-rated and third-

rated forces would’ve been taken over by us long ago,” said Xiao Tiexin. 

“Previously, we weren’t strong enough. Expanding unscrupulously will raise fear between those first-

rated or even pinnacle forces, especially those who don’t want us to break the balance they tried so 

hard to maintain. Famous people attract criticism—once our Sword Alliance continues to expand 

unscrupulously, those pinnacle forces may directly take action against us. The Sword Alliance can’t 

withstand a pinnacle force’s attack at that time.” Jian Wushuang smiled softly. 

“That’s how it was previously, but it’s different now.” The corners of Jian Wushuang’s mouth slightly 

bent upward. 

Previously, the Sword Alliance was unable to fight a pinnacle force by themselves, hence he dared not 

act recklessly and had been restricting the Sword Alliance’s experts to build up their strength first. 

At that moment, their top management’s strength and core Heaven Ultimate Gods’ combat power 

including the Divine Sword Army had improved, making him no longer afraid of those pinnacle forces. 

There was nothing he was afraid of at that point. 

“Master, there are so many forces around this area. Which one should we take action against first or 

should we directly deploy the Divine Sword Army to sweep out all of these forces?” Xiao Tiexin asked. 

“There are only some second-rated and third-rated forces around us. They aren’t worth wasting our 

time. Our Sword Alliance has been quiet for a long time, hence let’s make it a big one if we’re going to 

make a move. We shall take action against that one!!” Jian Wushuang directly pointed at an area on the 

stellar map. 



There was a certain distance between that area and the territory controlled by the Sword Alliance with 

several forces in between. 

Xiao Tiexin, Long Shan, Dong Xue, and the others had weird expressions on their faces upon seeing the 

target Jian Wushuang chose. 

“Heavenly Blood Alliance? Master, you want to take action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance?” Xiao 

Tiexin looked at Jian Wushuang in surprise. 

“Why? Is it not possible?” Jian Wushuang said with a snicker. 

“The Heavenly Blood Alliance is the first-rated force of that area and considered extremely strong 

amongst first-rated forces. According to rumors, they have three Grand Ultimate Gods with one of them 

being a High-level Grand Ultimate God. The most important rumor mentioned that the Heavenly Blood 

Alliance has a close relationship with the Divine Demon Sect with news that the Divine Demon Sect is 

secretly supporting the Heavenly Blood Alliance. 

“Won’t taking action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance means we’re acting against the Divine Demon 

Sect?” 

Chapter 2756: Destroy The Heavenly Blood Alliance! 

 

“Won’t taking action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance means we’re acting against the Divine Demon 

Sect?” The entire hall fell into a brief silence after Xiao Tiexin spoke. 

The Heavenly Blood Alliance alone was not too scary and with its current strength. The Sword Alliance 

was qualified to challenge the Heavenly Blood Alliance. 

However, the Divine Demon Sect was different. 

It was one of the five top-tier forces in the Danyang Continent. 

There were around a dozen first-rated forces with uncountable second-rated and third-rated forces in 

the Danyang Continent. However, there were only five pinnacle forces. 

Those five pinnacle forces were deeply rooted and extremely strong. Those pinnacle forces would only 

fight among themselves under normal circumstances. Which other forces would dare to provoke them? 

However, the Alliance Master wanted to take action against the Divine Demon Sect at that moment? 

“Master, are you serious?” Xiao Tiexin looked toward Jian Wushuang. 

“Of course, when I say we’re taking action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance—we’re taking action 

against it. There is nothing for our Sword Alliance to fear even if the Divine Demon Sect comes to cause 

us troubles later on.” Jian Wushuang smiled indifferently before directly giving orders. 

“Long Shan, immediately gather the Divine Sword Army and depart for the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s 

territory. You might travel past the territories of several forces on the way. If they are only second-rated 

or third-rated forces with no Grand Ultimate Gods personally attending to them—wipe them out to 

clear the path!” 



“Dong Xue, get ready to completely take over the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s territory.” 

“Yes.” Long Shan and Dong Xue nodded seriously. 

“Master, what do you plan to do now...” Xiao Tiexin looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“I’ll rush toward Heavenly Blood Alliance with Old Snake and our guest elders before the Divine Sword 

Army arrives. We’ll get rid of their three Grand Ultimate Gods,” said Jian Wushuang. 

All those who were present were surprised when they heard that. 

Alliance Master was going over at that moment to wipe out the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s Grand 

Ultimate Gods? 

There were three Grand Ultimate Gods and one of them was even a High-level Grand Ultimate God?! 

In addition, they only heard of an Elders’ Palace in the Sword Alliance but there was only one elder at 

that moment who was Old Snake, since when did the Sword Alliance have Guest Elders? 

Jian Wushuang did not explain to them and directly made a move after giving his orders. Those traveling 

with him included Strange Old Tong, Jue Xin, Old Snake, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu. 

The six of them traveled quickly and rushed toward the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s territory. 

The six of them had already arrived in the skies above the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s lair in less than a 

day. 

“Heavenly Blood City... The Heavenly Blood Alliance’s lair. Alliance Master Su Han, do you plan to take 

action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance?” Jue Xin looked toward Jian Wushuang. 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang immediately nodded. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin frowned. “Are you joking? Alliance Master Su Han, don’t you know that the 

Heavenly Blood Alliance is being secretly supported by the Divine Demon Sect? There’s even a spatial 

passage in the Heavenly Blood Alliance that connects to the Divine Blood Sect’s lair according to rumors 

such that the Divine Blood Sect can immediately send experts over via the spatial passage once 

something happens to the Heavenly Blood Alliance.” 

“Even if that’s true, so what? Is Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin afraid?” Jian Wushuang glanced at Jue Xin 

with a smile. 

“I’m not afraid. It’s not difficult for us to wipe out a Heavenly Blood Alliance based on our strength, but I 

feel the more important matter is that we need to face the Divine Demon Sect thereafter. Is Alliance 

Master Su Han well prepared for that?” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin asked. 

Jian Wushuang smiled softly. “Don’t worry. I’m naturally prepared to face the Divine Demon Sect since I 

dare to take action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance. All of you have nothing to worry about. In 

addition, the Divine Demon Sect isn’t as scary as you guys imagined.” 

“That’s right, it’s just a Divine Demon Sect. It’s not like I’ve never gone against them previously.” On the 

other hand, Strange Old Tong was completely fearless with excitement filling his eyes instead. 



He had a huge grudge against the Divine Demon Sect from the beginning and was extremely excited 

when he heard they were taking action against the Divine Demon Sect. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, we’ll fight whole-heartedly for the Sword Alliance since we’ve accepted your 

invitation. However, we’d need to warn you first that if we’re really placed in a terrible position—we 

won’t die for your Sword Alliance,” said Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

Jian Wushuang said with a smile, “I understand. All of you don’t need to worry as you’re just employees 

of my Sword Alliance. I won’t stop you from leaving if we’re at the brink of life and death. However, we 

should take action and get rid of the Heavenly Blood Alliance first. 

“It’s not difficult to wipe out the Heavenly Blood Alliance as long as we have taken precautions against 

the Divine Demon Sect’s experts rushing over... Old Tong, can you sneak into the Heavenly Blood City 

and find where the spatial passage is? Please destroy the spatial passage the moment we take action.” 

“Sure.” Strange Old Tong nodded as his figure had already skimmed toward the Heavenly Blood City’s 

entrance. 

“Let’s wait here for a moment,” said Jian Wushuang. 

Jue Xin, Old Snake, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu stood behind Jian Wushuang as they waited in silence. 

Less than half an hour later, Strange Old Tong sent a message saying he had already found the spatial 

passage’s location and was hiding nearby—prepared to take action at any moment. 

Jian Wushuang smiled when he received the message. 

“Let’s go, it’s time for us to take action.” Jian Wushuang waved his hands as the group of five directly 

went toward the huge hall floating amid the void located at the heart of the city. 

There was a thin layer of crimson light surrounding the hall which was a magic formation. It appeared to 

be quite unusual when they looked at it with their eyes hence it could be concluded to certainly be quite 

strong. 

“Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, I heard rumors about how you’re able to fight two High-level Grand 

Ultimate Gods while as just a Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. Your strength must have increased by 

leaps and bounds now that you’ve made a breakthrough. You’re the strongest among the six of us apart 

from Strange Old Tong. We shall rely on you to resolve this magic formation,” said Jian Wushuang with a 

smile. 

“Sure.” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin glanced at the crimson magic formation before nodding and took his 

battle saber out of its sheath. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin instantly moved and appeared in front of the crimson magic formation as he 

held the battle saber in his hands high. 

A special essence started to slowly spread. 

Heaven and Earth seemed to turn indistinct and lonely in an instant. 



The void also became obscure as Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s figure could be faintly seen in the hazy 

area. 

Whoosh! 

A saber-light was directly sent forward. 

The saber-light was extremely fascinating and dazzling yet also extremely elusive at the same time. 

The saber-light skimmed past the void before a huge saber river appeared out of nowhere in the blink of 

an eye. It was as though an elusive region was being drawn. 

The void was then swallowed by a wave of silence. 

The saber-light wave had already cut onto the crimson magic formation. 

Boom!! 

A loud explosive sound could be heard before the crimson magic formation immediately brightened and 

revealed its powerful strength. 

Endless crimson lights appeared and crazily endured the incomparable yet elusive slash. 

The entire magic formation trembled crazily which already startled those many Heavenly Blood 

Alliance’s experts within the magic formation. 
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“Who is it? How dare you attack the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s main lair?” An angry howl filled the entire 

sky before a huge amount of people came skimming out from the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s main lair. 

The three people leading the way were Heavenly Blood Alliance’s three Grand Ultimate Gods. The 

person who yelled aloud was the Heavenly Blood Alliance Alliance Master who was a High-level Grand 

Ultimate God. 

The Heavenly Blood Alliance Alliance Master looked with unprecedented anger at the person who 

activated the elusive saber-light. 

“That’s... Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Alliance Master’s facial expression 

darkened. 

He knew who Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was but the Heavenly Blood Alliance had never offended that 

Grand Ultimate God. However, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin was attacking the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s 

main territory at that moment. 

Hum!! 

The crimson magic formation trembled violently but soon calmed down. 

However, the elusive saber-light had already dispersed. 



‘It didn’t break?’ Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin’s facial expression slightly changed but he took action once 

again. 

Clank~~~ 

It was still an extremely elusive and scary saber-light that was much larger and stronger than the 

previous. 

The saber-light once again hit on the crimson magic formation with the only difference being the 

crimson magic formation looked as though it was going to break. 

“This is bad.” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Alliance Master’s facial expression darkened as he noticed the 

crimson magic formation had reached its limit. 

Hum! 

Finally, the entire crimson magic formation could not endure the saber-light’s horrendous strength and 

immediately fell apart. 

Once the magic formation had fallen, the entire Heavenly Blood Alliance’s lair was exposed in the open. 

“Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, good work.” A hearty laugh sounded as Jian Wushuang and the others 

skimmed over from the void they were located before landing beside Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

“These people...” Heavenly Blood Alliance Master only noticed Jian Wushuang and the others at that 

moment. 

“Old Snake, An Ying, Lan Junzhu, and the person standing in the middle is... Su Han of the Sword 

Alliance?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master narrowed his eyes. 

He recognized all those people standing in front of him and realized that Jian Wushuang was the person 

leading them. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, there seem to be no grudges between Heavenly Blood Alliance and Sword 

Alliance. What is the meaning of you bringing people here and destroying the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s 

important formation?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master looked at Jian Wushuang with cold eyes. 

“Haha... There’s nothing special. I’m just taking a leisure walk at your Heavenly Blood Alliance and 

wiping it out while I’m doing that,” said Jian Wushuang with a soft smile. 

“Wipeout our Heavenly Blood Alliance?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master’s facial expression 

darkened. 

The Heavenly Blood Alliance’s many experts also had angry expressions on their faces. 

However, right at that moment... 

Boom!! 

An explosion sound accompanied by a wave of strong divine power could be felt exploding directly from 

below them before sounds of angry yells from some experts could be heard. 



The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master immediately looked toward the source of the sound only narrowed 

his eyes by what he witnessed. 

“The spatial passage had been destroyed?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master’s facial expression 

darkened greatly. 

At the same time, an overpowering aura wave also came skimming forward. It was a dirty and sloppy old 

man. The divine power coming off the sloppy old man had already reached the peak of a High-level 

Grand Ultimate God. 

“Strange Old Tong, it’s you!!” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master and those many experts from the 

Heavenly Blood Alliance gritted their teeth as they said that. 

The Heavenly Blood Alliance was secretly supported by the Divine Demon Sect with many of their 

experts originating from the Divine Demon Sect. The hatred between Strange Old Tong and the Divine 

Demon Sect was written very deeply in their blood. 

“Heavenly Blood Alliance Master, it’s been a long time. I wish you well.” Strange Old Tong smiled coldly 

as he stared at the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master. 

‘We’re in huge trouble.’ The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master had a darkened expression on his face. 

Although the Heavenly Blood Alliance was one of the first-rated forces, they only had three Grand 

Ultimate Gods with him being the only High-level Grand Ultimate God. 

However, the company that Jian Wushuang brought over apart from himself were a total of four High-

level Grand Ultimate Gods and one Primary-level Grand Ultimate God which all of them were extremely 

strong. 

It was absolutely easy for such a lineup to wipe out their members purely with higher combat power. 

Apart from that, the spatial passage had been destroyed by the Strange Old Tong. Even if he 

immediately sent a message to the Divine Demon Sect, they would not be able to immediately send 

help. The Heavenly Blood Alliance’s situation was really worrisome. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, it looks like your Sword Alliance has really made up your mind to take action 

against my Heavenly Blood Alliance?” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master stared at Jian Wushuang with 

a cold look in his eyes. 

“Of course, why would I gather such a big group of people if that isn’t the case,” said Jian Wushuang 

while smiling. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, I’m sure you’re kept in the dark on the true origins of Heavenly Blood Alliance? 

Heavenly Blood Alliance is supported by the Divine Demon Sect. If you dare take action against us, the 

Divine Demon Sect will do their best to wipe out the Sword Alliance,” yelled the Heavenly Blood Alliance 

Master with a deep voice. 

“Haha... Are you trying to scare me with the Divine Demon Sect?” Jian Wushuang could not help but 

scoff. “I certainly knew about the background of your Heavenly Blood Alliance before deciding to take 

action against you, so what about the Divine Demon Sect? I’m taking action against the Divine Demon 

Sect!” 



“Heavenly Blood Alliance Master, listen carefully. The Heavenly Blood Alliance will be wiped out today 

and nobody will be able to save you! I mean by what I’ve said!!” Jian Wushuang’s cold voice could be 

heard throughout the entire Heavenly Blood City. 

The Heavenly Blood Alliance experts’ facial expressions darkened when they heard that. 

“Everyone, take action. Don’t let all three Grand Ultimate Gods of the Heavenly Blood Alliance go and 

kill all of those high-level experts. As for the others, kill those who fought back,” ordered Jian Wushuang. 

Jue Xin, Old Snake, An Ying, Lan Junzhu, and Old Tong who were behind him looked at each other before 

taking action. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Five extremely strong auras immediately exploded as war instantly broke out. 

“There’s hope as long as we are still alive. Let’s escape!” The Heavenly Blood Alliance Master 

immediately made his decision and exchanged looks with both Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods 

behind him before turning around to escape. 

They knew there was a huge power difference between both parties. The three of them did not have 

any room to retaliate if they engaged so they could only escape. 

As experts in the Grand Ultimate God level, they were really good at protecting their lives such that even 

a Grand Ultimate God more powerful than them would fail to make them stay if they really wanted to 

escape. 

If they escaped at that moment and the Divine Demon Sect immediately took action after all that, they 

could easily have their revenge. Jian Wushuang and the others standing in front of them, including the 

Sword Alliance, would be completely wiped away after that. 

However, Jian Wushuang had been thinking about preventing them from escaping since early on. 

Therefore, the moment those three were prepared to make a move... Hum, hum~~ Great amount of 

golden light streams immediately extended. 

The golden light streams’ expansion speed was so much faster compared to those three Grand Ultimate 

Gods escaping speed that those streams covered a great area of the void in the blink of an eye which 

also engulfed those three Grand Ultimate Gods. A golden light domain immediately expanded and 

suppressed them. 

At the same time, the 10,000-foot-tall Golden God Shadow had already risen behind Jian Wushuang as 

he pointed his finger and formed the Prison of Punishment. 
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A humongous Golden Prison also appeared out of thin air and sealed up the entire void. 

Both the Golden Light Domain and Prison of Punishment had superimposed! 



Rumble~~~ 

The three Heavenly Blood Alliance experts who frenziedly escaped immediately felt a strong 

suppression. 

Around 20 percent to 30 percent of their power had been directly suppressed with the most crucial 

point being a huge decrease in their speed. 

“This domain...” 

“D*mn it!” 

“We’re in huge trouble.” 

Those three’s facial expressions were extremely dark as they immediately tried every means to escape 

from the domain. 

However, they were stuck in the extremely strong Golden Prison and it was almost impossible for them 

to break the Golden Prison. 

Therefore, those three did not even have any opportunities to escape before all five of them—Old Tong, 

Jue Xin, Old Snake, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu attacked them. 

“Leave the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master to me,” said Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin coldly as he directly 

went after the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master. 

The remaining four glanced at each other speechlessly. 

Moments later, both Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods were killed by those four people. 

As for the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master, he had a heated fight with Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin which 

resulted in him being completely crushed by Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin from the beginning of the fight. 

He was originally not as strong as Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and could not even use 80 percent of his 

power as he had been suppressed by the domains, hence he naturally did not have any strength to fight 

back and soon enough, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin found his opportunity to directly kill him. 

“Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, how does it feel to personally kill a High-level Grand Ultimate God?” Jian 

Wushuang looked toward Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin with interest. 

“The Heavenly Blood Alliance is really weak as they were suppressed by the domains. They don’t even 

qualify for me to take action. What feelings should I have for killing him?” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin 

had a cold expression on his face. 

Jian Wushuang could not help but smile when he heard that. 

He could see that Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin had just become a High-level Grand Ultimate God and 

that was the reason he rushed to fight against the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master as he wanted to test 

his strength by going against an opponent. However, the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master was too weak 

and failed to achieve his requirements. 



“Alliance Master Su Han, all three Grand Ultimate Gods, and the Heavenly Blood Alliance’s upper 

echelons had been wiped out. The remaining Heaven Ultimate Gods had started escaping. I don’t think 

you need me to chase after them, right?” Old Tong looked over. 

The Grand Ultimate Gods present had lofty positions. 

It was nothing for them to kill those Grand Ultimate Gods including those part of the Heavenly Blood 

Alliance’s core. However, they normally would not lower themselves to chasing after ordinary Heaven 

Ultimate Gods. 

“No need for that. Leave the remaining issues to the Divine Sword Army.” Jian Wushuang smiled. “What 

we need to do now is prepare to withstand the Divine Demon Sect’s wrath.” 

Old Tong, Jue Xin, and the others had serious expressions on their faces when they heard that. 

Although wiping out the Heavenly Blood Alliance was nothing, was different when it came to the Divine 

Demon Sect. 

“It’s public knowledge that the Heavenly Blood Alliance was secretly supported by the Divine Demon 

Sect and considered as the Divine Demon Sect’s assistant. Now that the Heavenly Blood Alliance had 

been wiped out and we’ve killed all three Grand Ultimate Gods, this meant we’ve wiped out the Divine 

Demon Sect’s support. The Divine Demon Sect will be furious and take revenge against us in a crazed 

manner,” said Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, are you really sure you can contend against the Divine Demon Sect?” An Ying 

could not help but look over. 

“Sure, how could I dare take action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance if I didn’t have absolute 

confidence? Won’t that be suicidal?” Jian Wushuang smiled and looked at the people around him. 

“Don’t worry, all of you can leave at any time if we can’t fight against the Divine Demon Sect by then.” 

After Jian Wushuang said those words only then did those Grand Ultimate Gods nodded in relief. 

“If there aren’t any accidents, the Divine Demon Sect will immediately take action. They might even 

come at us with all they have and we’ll be waiting for them here.” Jian Wushuang smiled with absolute 

confidence on his face. 

At that very moment in the Divine Demon Sect. 

Just as Jian Wushuang anticipated, the Divine Demon Sect was in a wave of rage when they caught the 

news that the Sword Alliance had taken action against the Heavenly Blood Alliance and killed all three 

Grand Ultimate Gods including the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master. 

“Sword Alliance! What an alliance!!” A middle-aged man in purplish golden armor had a cold expression 

on his face as he slapped his hand down and turned the throne into powder with his strong divine 

power. The middle-aged man stood up with a flame of anger burning crazily in his eyes. 

The middle-aged man in purplish gold armor was none other than the Sect Master of the Divine Demon 

Sect, Dong Shen! 

As the Divine Demon Sect Master, Dong Shen was also a powerful Peak Grand Ultimate God. 



In front of Dong Shen, several figures with a strong aura were standing there. They were the Divine 

Demon Sect’s pinnacle experts but their expressions were extremely cold at that moment. 

“The Sword Alliance dared take action when they knew we supported the Heavenly Blood Alliance! They 

are so daring that they wiped out the entire alliance!” 

“The Heavenly Blood Alliance was built from us spending lots of resources on them. All three Grand 

Ultimate Gods including the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master originated from our Divine Demon Sect 

who had always been the Divine Demon Sect’s main strength. It’s a huge loss to us now that they are 

dead and the Heavenly Blood Alliance has been destroyed. If we don’t do anything after suffering such 

losses, our Divine Demon Sect will become a joke in the eyes of every force in the Danyang Continent!” 

“That’s right! We should directly take action and destroy the entire Sword Alliance. We shall shred Su 

Han into pieces! We shall not let go of those who were involved, Jue Xin, Strange Old Tong, An Ying, Lan 

Junzhu, and Old Snake!” 

“Kill! Kill! Kill!” Every pinnacle expert of the Divine Demon Sect was filled with killing intent. 

The majority of the Divine Demon Sect’s experts in the Divine Demon Sect were personally brought up 

individually and had an extremely strong sense of belonging toward the Divine Demon Sect. Those 

experts in the Divine Demon Sect had deep feelings of camaraderie among one another with some were 

even fellow disciples of the same teacher. 

All three Grand Ultimate Gods including the Heavenly Blood Alliance Master that Jian Wushuang and the 

others killed had many close friends in the Divine Demon Sect. 

The Divine Demon Sect Master had an overpowering killing intent surging through his body at that 

moment. 

“Where are Su Han and the others?” Dong Shen asked. 

“Based on the news we received, they stayed in the Heavenly Blood City and did not leave. It looks like 

they are waiting for those from the Sword Alliance to come and take over the Heavenly Blood City,” 

answered a Grand Ultimate God standing beneath him. 
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“Knowing that the Divine Demon Sect will retaliate after he destroys the Heavenly Blood Alliance, how 

dare he remain in the Heavenly Blood City! Su Han is obviously waiting for us... Well, l’m dying to find 

out the potential of this young Sword Alliance that has only been around for decades.” 

“Let’s go to the Heavenly Blood Alliance!” 

Dong Shen gave an order for all the Divine Demon Sect experts to immediately set off. 

The Divine Sword Army had arrived in the Heavenly Blood City to solidify their power by expelling any 

remaining influence of the Heavenly Blood Alliance in the city. 

Jian Wushuang and the others were standing in the void above the Heavenly Blood City, waiting 

patiently. 



“The people from the Divine Demon Sect should arrive at any time now.” Jian Wushuang smiled, he was 

looking forward to it excitedly. 

It only took a few decades for Sword Alliance to grow from a third-rated force since its creation and 

expand to what it was at that instance. 

Sword Alliance was finally about to face off the top forces in Danyang Continent. 

“I hope the experts from Divine Demon Sect that are coming will not let me down,” Jian Wushuang 

muttered. 

Strange Old Tong, Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and the others stood beside Jian Wushuang with solemn 

expressions. 

They were somehow fearful of the Divine Demon Sect. 

Suddenly, a few more black spots appeared out of thin air in the distant void. 

Those black spots were magnifying at a speed visible to the naked eye. In no time, those black spots 

appeared completely in front of Jian Wushuang and the others. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Nine figures came into the picture. 

Each of those nine figures was diffusing an extremely tyrannical breath of aura. The weakest among 

them were the five Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. There were three High-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods. 

The last person was the middle-aged Peak Grand Ultimate God, Dong Shen. He had a handsome and 

impassive face and he was wearing a purply gold armor. 

“Nine Grand Ultimate Gods?” 

The faces of Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and Strange Old Tong sank at the sight of those nine figures. 

As one of the top forces in Danyang Continent, Divine Demon Sect did not seem to have many Grand 

Ultimate Gods. There were no more than ten Grand Ultimate Gods. 

However, that was the information known by the public. 

Any of those forces with deep roots and influence had private swarms hidden in the dark, away from the 

eyes and knowledge of the public. Divine Demon Sect was no exception. 

Therefore, Divine Demon Sect certainly had more than ten Peak Grand Ultimate Gods under their wings. 

That explained the strong lineup of nine Grand Ultimate Gods in Divine Demon Sect even after Jian 

Wushuang and his men killed the three Grand Ultimate Gods in Heavenly Blood Alliance. 

“So, they have nine Grand Ultimate Gods. The five Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods and three High-

level Grand Ultimate Gods are relatively easy to deal with, but the Divine Demon Sect Master is a Peak 

Grand Ultimate God after all.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes narrowed slightly. 

“Dong Shen, long time no see.” 



A cold voice sounded. It was Strange Old Tong. 

Strange Old Tong had grievances with Divine Demon Sect and therefore, Dong Shen was no stranger to 

Strange Old Tong. 

Dong Shen had personally gone on a chase to kill Strange Old Tong before, but he did not succeed. 

“Strange Old Tong, I’ll sort out the grievances between us later.” Dong Shen glanced at Strange Old Tong 

before landing his cold gaze on Jian Wushuang, “Are you Su Han from the Sword Alliance?” 

“Yes, it’s me.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

“A mere Primary-level Grand Ultimate God who created a powerful Sword Alliance within such a short 

time... I must admit that you’ve done very well,” said Dong Shen coldly. 

“Thanks for the compliment. These are just some small tactics that are not worth mentioning at all,” Jian 

Wushuang replied with a smile. 

“You are modest.” Dong Shen stared at Jian Wushuang, “However, no matter what tactics you have up 

your sleeves, you should never do anything to Heavenly Blood Alliance and never ever aim at my Divine 

Demon Sect! All of you here today won’t be able to walk out of here alive.” 

“Get started! Spare no one!” 

Dong Shen waved his hand. Behind him, the three High-level Grand Ultimate Gods and five Primary-level 

Grand Ultimate Gods made a move instantly. 

When those eight Grand Ultimate Gods struck at the same time, a gush of horrific aura enveloped the 

area in an instant. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, we will do our best to resist these eight people, but if Dong Shen comes in 

later, you will have to figure out your own way to parry him off,” said Strange Old Tong before the five 

Grand Ultimate Gods from Sword Alliance made a move. 

Although there were only five Grand Ultimate Gods from Sword Alliance— Strange Old Tong, Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin, Strange Old Snake, Mr An Ying and Lan Junzhu, they had four High-level Grand 

Ultimate Gods. Besides Strange Old Tong and Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin who were both exceptionally 

formidable High-level Grand Ultimate Gods, Strange Old Snake, Mr An Ying, and Lan Junzhu were also 

extremely powerful. 

Those five Grand Ultimate Gods struck at the same time, fighting against eight opponents fearlessly. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! 

A series of loud and crisp noises broke out when the experts from the two camps fought. 

The entire void was instantly filled with violent divine power. 

Neither Jian Wushuang nor Dong Shen made a shot, they were just looking calmly at the battlefield from 

the peripheral. 



Strange Old Tong was the most dazzling fighter with his wonderful combat power. He had alone 

confronted an equally outstanding High-level Grand Ultimate God from Divine Demon Sect, completely 

suppressing and overpowering his opponent. 

Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin who was previously recognized as the top Primary-level Grand Ultimate God 

had broken through in his combat power and he was no inferior to Strange Old Tong. He had 

simultaneously contended with two High-level Grand Ultimate Gods from Divine Demons Sect. 

He was against two people yet he managed to maintain a stalemate with his opponents. 

In other words, three High-level Grand Ultimate Gods from Divine Demon Sect were feuding with 

Strange Old Tong and Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin where the Sword Alliance party enjoyed the 

advantage. 

Strange Old Snake and Mr An Ying, the two High-level Grand Ultimate Gods and Lan Junzhu, the 

powerful Primary-level Grand Ultimate God, kept the other five Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods from 

Divine Demon Sect under control 

Dong Shen frowned slightly. 

He did not expect that the combat power from the Sword Alliance Grand Ultimate Gods would be so 

impressive. 

“Weren’t Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin, Strange Old Snake, and Mr An Ying Primary-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods? When did they break through and reach the High-level Grand Ultimate God realm?” Dong Shen 

was astonished. 

Though he was astonished, he was not too worry after all. 

When Divine Demon Sect was obviously at an absolute disadvantage on the battlefield... Whoosh! 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Three figures suddenly emerged from the surrounding void. 

There were one High-level Grand Ultimate God and two Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods. They were 

extremely powerful, especially the High-level Grand Ultimate God. He had fiery red hair and wore a fiery 

red robe. He looked like a ball of raging flame. 

His breath of aura was extremely tyrannical and his strength was almost comparable with Strange Old 

Tong. 

Chapter 2760: Outstanding Combat Power 

“He’s Fiery Cloud Demon Master!” 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes as his eyes were locked on the fiery red-haired old man who looked 

like a fireball. 

Jian Wushuang knew Fiery Cloud Demon Master because he was among the list of experts Jian 

Wushuang wished to send a recruitment invitation with the Huangji Golden Pill. 



There were three High-level Grand Ultimate Gods in the list of experts given by Strange Old Snake, one 

of whom was Strange Old Tong. 

Of the two remaining, one had disappeared for many years without a trace whereas the other one was 

Fiery Cloud Demon Master, who had also suddenly disappeared many years ago. No one knew his 

whereabouts but from what Jian Wushuang could see at that instance, Fiery Cloud Demon Master had 

obviously joined Divine Demon Sect. 

“Fiery Cloud Demon Master is also an exceptionally powerful High-level Grand Ultimate God. Even if he 

fights one-on-one with Strange Old Tong, it doesn’t seem possible for Strange Old Tong Lao to defeat 

him in a short time. With him coming into the battlefield alongside two Primary-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods, we’re probably not in an optimistic situation,” Jian Wushuang murmured. 

Indeed, the tide on the battlefield had completely been reversed after Fiery Cloud Demon Master and 

his two members joined the battlefield. 

Sword Alliance used to be suppressing the eight Divine Demon Sect Grand Ultimate Gods, but when 

Divine Demon Sect presented eleven Grand Ultimate Gods at once with Fiery Cloud Demon Master 

among them, Sword Alliance fell from the advantage position and faced severe disadvantage. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, show what you’ve got quickly, otherwise we will lose any time.” Lan Junzhu 

shouted sternly. 

Among the Sword Alliance Grand Ultimate Gods, Lan Junzhu was the only Primary-level Grand Ultimate 

God. Hence, she was facing greater pressure. 

Lan Junzhu naturally felt helpless as she was facing three Primary-level Grand Ultimate Gods alone. 

Jian Wushuang acknowledged the situation with a nod and immediately waved his hand. 

Three figures appeared instantly in the void. 

Those three figures were lifeless. Two of the figures were in copper-colored tone and the last one had a 

silver-colored surface. 

They were the Silver-armored Corpse Puppet and two Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets that Jian 

Wushuang had in control. 

“They are...” 

When those three corpse puppets appeared, they attracted a lot of attention from the surroundings. 

Soon, someone recognized the three corpse puppets. 

“They’re corpse puppets. Judging from their aura, they’re very powerful corpse puppets.” 

“Alliance Master Su Han has control over these powerful corpse puppets?” 

“No wonder he dares to challenge Divine Demon Sect. As expected, Alliance Master Su Han has a certain 

amount of support.” 

Those Sword Alliance Grand Ultimate Gods felt a sense of relief. 



“Go on.” 

Jian Wushuang pointed at a distance. Then, the Silver-armored Corpse Puppet and the two Bronze-

armored Corpse Puppets immediately discharged powerful aura and dashed into the battlefield. 

The Silver-armored Corpse Puppet had combat power equivalent to a top-notch High-level Grand 

Ultimate God whereas the Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets ranked the same as an ordinary High-level 

Grand Ultimate God. 

The situation on the battlefield was flipped around once again after three High-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods joined the battle. 

“Is this your support?” 

The Divine Demon Sect Master, Dong Shen, looked across the battlefield at Jian Wushuang. 

“One Silver-armored Corpse Puppet, two Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets, Strange Old Tong, Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin who had just broken through to reach the level of a High-level Grand Ultimate 

God, Strange Old Snake, Mr An Ying and finally, Lan Junzhu, your Sword Alliance is indeed no less than 

any top forces in terms of combat power. No wonder you dare to go against us, the Divine Demon Sect.” 

“Su Han, I regret that I had not wiped the Sword Alliance out when it had just emerged as a first-rated 

force and before it was firmly entrenched in power. Sword Alliance was vulnerable then.” Dong Shen’s 

eyes were cold. 

“You’re right. If Divine Demon Sect or any of the top forces had attacked Sword Alliance then, we would 

not be able to resist at all. Unfortunately, you were all too aloof and tried to maintain the status quo of 

Danyang Continent. None of you were interested in going into a war and that gave me enough time to 

build the Sword Alliance. That being said, Divine Demon Sect has missed the best opportunity to destroy 

Sword Alliance,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“I missed the best opportunity indeed, so this time around, I must completely destroy your Sword 

Alliance by all means, so that the equilibrium in Danyang Continent can be restored.” Dong Shen’s voice 

was cold. 

“Su Han, I admit that your Sword Alliance has risen very fast, and you have gathered such a powerful 

lineup of Grand Ultimate Gods in such a short period of time. You certainly have wonderful methods, 

but it is a pity that you have underestimated us, the Divine Demon Sect.” 

“The reason why Divine Demon Sect has become one of the top forces in Danyang Continent and it 

remained strong for so many years was not only because of our profound background and the many 

powerful Grand Ultimate Gods we have. The most important thing was that the Divine Demon Sect has 

the strongest combat power in Danyang Holy Domain!” 

Dong Shen’s eyes were gleaming when he said that. 

“Dong Shen, are you referring to yourself as the strongest combat power?” Jian Wushuang smiled 

indifferently. 

Dong Shen nodded slightly, admitting that he was the one. 



There was no other Undying Saint from the Danyang Holy Domain since the passing of Crimson Stone 

Saint. 

That made the Peak Grand Ultimate God possessing the strongest combat power in Danyang Holy 

Domain! 

In addition, there were only a handful of Peak Grand Ultimate Gods in Danyang Holy Domain. Among 

them, Nan Wu Palace, Divine Demon Sect, Life and Death Tower and Donggang Clan, the four top forces 

had one each. Dong Shen was the one from Divine Demon Sect. 

Under the leadership of a Peak Grand Ultimate God, Divine Demon Sect was qualified to be called one of 

the top forces. 

That explained why Dong Shen was not too bothered even though the Divine Demon Sect Grand 

Ultimate Gods were at an absolute disadvantage in the confrontation with Sword Alliance Grand 

Ultimate Gods. 

He had the strongest combat power and he had yet to participate in the battle. 

However, he would very soon join the battle. 

“Su Han, you haven’t fought against a Peak Grand Ultimate God so you’d never know how terrible a 

Peak Grand Ultimate God is. Do you think it’s enough to be able to compete against and overpowered 

the Divine Demon Sect Primary-level and High-level Grand Ultimate Gods? That, I tell you, is ridiculous.” 

Dong Shen sneered. 

While he was speaking, the astounding breath of divine power that far surpassed everyone else in his 

body was woken up like an aroused dragon. 

On the battlefield, the Grand Ultimate Gods from the two camps shivered when they sensed the breath 

of divine power. 

The Divine Demon Sect Grand Ultimate Gods were overjoyed. 

They knew that their Sect Master, Dong Shen, would take the shot himself. 

A Peak Grand Ultimate God who also had the highest combat power in the Danyang Holy Domain was 

about to take the shot personally... 

The faces of the Sword Alliance Grand Ultimate Gods were a bit ugly. 

They had no chance against Dong Shen and they could only rely on whether Jian Wushuang had 

prepared for the counterattack. 

What worried them was that if Jian Wushuang had enough to resist Dong Shen. 

 


